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Abstract
In her recent paper [Negative dependence, scrambled nets, and variance bounds.
Math. Oper. Res. 43 (2018), 228-251] Christiane Lemieux studied a framework to
analyze the dependence structure of sampling schemes. The main goal of the frame-
work is to determine conditions under which the negative dependence structure of a
sampling scheme yields estimators with reduced variance compared to Monte Carlo
estimators. For instance, she was able to show that in dimension d = 2 scrambled
(0,m, d)-nets lead to randomized quasi-Monte Carlo estimators with variance no
larger than the variance of Monte Carlo estimators for functions monotone in each
variable. Her result relies on a pairwise negative dependence property that is, in
particular, satisfied by (0,m, 2)-nets. In this note we establish that the same result
holds true in arbitrary dimension d for a type of randomized lattice point sets that
we call randomly shifted and jittered rank-1 lattices. We show that the details of
the randomization are crucial and that already small modifications may destroy the
pairwise negative dependence property.
1 Introduction
Monte Carlo (MC) sampling is a frequently used method in stochastic simulation and
in multivariate numerical integration. Let p1, . . . , pN be independent random points,
uniformly distributed on the d-dimensional unit cube [0, 1]d. For a given square-integrable
function f : [0, 1]d → R we consider the MC estimator (or quadrature)
µMC(f) =
1
N
N∑
i=1
f(pi) (1)
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to estimate the expected value (or integral)
I(f) =
∫
[0,1]d
f(u) du.
An advantage of the MC estimator is that already under the very mild assumption
on f to be square integrable, it converges to I(f) for N →∞ with convergence rate 1/2.
Although the convergence rate is far away from beeing impressive, it has the invaluable
advantage that it does not depend on the numbers of variables d (or, to be precise, at
least not directly, see, e.g., [12]).
Some dependent sampling schemes are in many respects superior to MC sampling. An
example are randomized quasi-Monte Carlo (RQMC) methods. They ensure, for instance,
faster convergence rates for numerical integration of sufficiently smooth functions, they
exhibit much smaller asymptotic discrepancy measures, and their sample points have more
evenly distributed lower dimensional projections (see, e.g., [1, 2, 6]).
It would be desirable to have dependent sampling schemes sharing some of these
favorable properties, and that are, with respect to other objectives, at least as good as
MC sampling schemes.
Recently, there has been some research in this direction. In [4, 5] the authors showed
that a specific negative dependence property of RQMC point sets guarantees that they
satisfy the same pre-asymptotic probabilistic discrepancy bounds (with explicitly revealed
dependence on the number of points N as well as on the dimension d) as MC points. Here
the negative dependence property relies on the common distribution of all sample points.
Related and further results in this direction can be found in [3, 13].
In [7] Christiane Lemieux showed that another negative dependence property of RQMC
points ensures, in particular, that the variance of the corresponding RQMC estimator for
functions that are monotone with respect to each variable is never larger than the variance
of the MC estimator. The property relies solely on the distribution of single points and
on the common distribution of pairs of points. For a precise definition of this property
we need to introduce some terminology.
Let N, d ∈ N. We call a randomized point set P = (pj)
N
j=1 a sampling scheme if every
single p ∈ P is distributed uniformly in [0, 1)d and the vector (p1, . . . , pN) is exchangeable,
meaning that for any permutation π of [N ] it holds that the law of (p1, . . . , pN) is the
same as the law of (pπ(1), . . . , pπ(N)). The assumption of exchangeability is only of technical
nature and poses no additional constraints on a sampling scheme seen as a point set.
Let us denote by Cd1 the set of all boxes anchored at 1, i.e.
Cd1 = {[x, 1) | x ∈ [0, 1)
d}.
A sampling scheme P = (pj)
N
j=1 is pairwise negatively dependent if for every Q,R ∈ C
d
1 it
holds
P(p1 ∈ Q, p2 ∈ R) ≤ P(p1 ∈ Q)P(p2 ∈ R).
In [7] this type of sampling is called negatively upper orthant dependent (NUOD)
sampling scheme. Note by the way that in the corresponding definition [7, p.230] below
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formula (5), there is a typing error: it should be T (u,v, P˜n) ≤
∏s
l=1(1−ul)(1−vl) and not
T (u,v, P˜n) ≥
∏s
l=1(1 − ul)(1 − vl). Combining Proposition 3 and Remark 8 from [7] one
sees that pairwise negatively dependent sampling schemes lead to estimators of integrals
with variance not larger then the variance of MC estimators for bounded quasimonotone
functions. For the definition of quasimonotonicity we refer to [7, Definition 3].
Let pj = (p
(1)
j , . . . , p
(d)
j ), j = 1, . . . , N. If for every i = 1, . . . , d, the distribution of
(p
(i)
j )
N
j=1 given the distribution of (p
(k)
j )
N
j=1, k = 1, . . . , i−1, is pairwise negatively dependent
we say that the sampling scheme (pj)
N
j=1 is conditionally negatively quadrant dependent
(conditionally NQD). Note that this holds in particular if (p
(i)
1 , p
(i)
2 )
d
i=1 are independent
and for every i = 1, . . . , d, and every q, r ∈ [0, 1) we have
P(p
(i)
1 ∈ [q, 1), p
(i)
2 ∈ [r, 1)) ≤ P(p1 ∈ [q, 1))P(p2 ∈ [r, 1)),
in which case we talk of a coordinatewise independent NQD sampling scheme. Christiane
Lemieux showed in [7, Corollary 2] that conditionally NQD sampling schemes provide
RQMC estimators of integrals with variance no bigger then the variance of the MC esti-
mator if the integrand is monotone in each coordinate. We remark here that the definition
of the NQD property given in [7] differs slightly from the one given by us, but both defi-
nitions are easily seen to be equivalent.
Moreover, Lemieux was able to establish that scrambled (0, m, 2)−nets are actually
pairwise negatively dependent and conditionally NQD sampling schemes, see [7, Corollary
1, proof of Proposition 12]. In this note we prove that the same is true for suitably
randomized rank-1 lattices in arbitrary dimension. As we will demonstrate, the specific
way of randomization turns out to be important.
2 Simple Stratified Sampling and Multidimensional
Extensions
One of the most frequently used one-dimensional sampling schemes is the simple strat-
ified sampling, defined in the following way: let π be a uniformly chosen permutation
of {1, . . . , N} and let (Rj)
N
j=1 be independent random variables distributed uniformly on
(0, 1]. Moreover, (Rj)j is independent of π. We put
pj :=
π(j)−Rj
N
, j = 1, . . . , N.
Effectively, one is considering the partition Ij := [
j−1
N
, j
N
), j = 1, . . . , N, of the unit interval
and in every element of the partition putting one point, independently of all the other
points.
Formally, at least for N = bm, where b ≥ 2, m ≥ 1 are integers, pairwise negative
dependence of stratified sampling may be deduced from [7]. Still, the proof presented
there is rather involved, since it shall easily generalize to a proof of pairwise negative
dependence of scrambled (0, m, 2)−nets. For this reason we present here an easy argument
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yielding pairwise negative dependence of simple stratified sampling. Similar results may
be also found in the literature, see e.g. Lemma 3.4. in [4].
Lemma 2.1. Simple stratified sampling P = (pj)
N
j=1 is pairwise negatively dependent.
Proof. Let Q = [q, 1), R = [r, 1) be two boxes anchored at 1. Without loss of generality
we may assume R ⊂ Q. We aim at showing
P(p1 ∈ Q|p2 ∈ R) ≤ λ(Q).
Let η, ρ be such that q ∈ Iη, r ∈ Iρ. Define ǫq := η−Nq, ǫr := ρ−Nr. We are considering
two cases. In the first case η < ρ. Then it follows
P(p1 ∈ Q|p2 ∈ R) = P(p1 ∈ Q, p2 ∈ Iρ|p2 ∈ R) +
N∑
k=ρ+1
P(p1 ∈ Q, p2 ∈ Ik|p2 ∈ R)
=
N − η − 1 + ǫq
N
ǫr
Nλ(R)
+
N − η − 1 + ǫq
N
N − ρ
Nλ(R)
=
N − η − 1 + ǫq
N
<
N − η + ǫq
N
= λ(Q).
In the second case, η = ρ and
P(p1 ∈ Q|p2 ∈ R) = P(p1 ∈ Q, p2 ∈ Iη|p2 ∈ R) +
N∑
k=η+1
P(p1 ∈ Q, p2 ∈ Ik|p2 ∈ R)
=
N − η
N
ǫr
Nλ(R)
+
N − η − 1 + ǫq
N
N − η
Nλ(R)
<
N − η + ǫq
N
= λ(Q).
Multidimensional extensions of simple stratified sampling include
a) stratified sampling in [0, 1)d, where the N strata are axis parallel boxes,
b) Latin hypercube sampling,
c) randomly shifted and jittered rank-1 lattice,
c) fully scrambled (0, m, d)−nets in base b ∈ N≥2.
In this note we focus on the randomly shifted and jittered rank-1 lattices and on Latin
hypercube sampling, see sections 2.1 and 2.2, respectively. For information on scrambled
(0, m, d)−nets we refer to, e.g. [2, 6, 7, 9, 10]. A generalization of stratified sampling is
discussed, e.g., in [13].
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2.1 Randomly Shifted and Jittered Rank-1 Lattice
Let N be prime. We denote F := FN := {0, 1, . . . , N − 1}. Moreover, F
∗ := F \ {0}. We
also put F˜ := 1
N
F and F˜∗ := 1
N
F
∗.
A discrete subgroup L of the d−dimensional torus Td (where Td = [0, 1)d, the addition
of two elements of Td and the multiplication with reals is to be taken componentwise
modulo 1. ) is called a lattice. A set (yj)
N
j=1 is a rank-1 lattice if for some g ∈ (F˜
∗)d it
admits a representation
yj = (j − 1)g mod 1, j = 1, . . . , N.
In this case g is called a generating vector of the lattice. Note that, in particular, a rank-1
lattice is a cyclic subgroup of the torus.
We remark that our definition differs from the usual one in that we allow only for
generating vectors g from (F˜∗)d and not from F˜d, which saves us from considering some
degenerate cases.
We want now to define a sampling scheme based on rank-1 lattices. To this end
let (yj)
N
j=1 be a rank-1 lattice with generating vector chosen uniformly at random from
(F˜∗)d. Let S be distributed uniformly on F˜d, Jj , j = 1, . . . , N be uniformly distributed on
[0, 1
N
)d and π be a uniformly chosen permutation of {1, . . . , N}. Moreover, let all of the
aforementioned random variables be independent. We put
pj := yπ(j) + S + Jj mod 1, j = 1, . . . , N,
and call the sampling scheme P = (pj)
N
j=1 a randomly shifted and jittered rank-1 lattice
(RSJ rank-1 lattice) . Putting it in words: we first take a rank-1 lattice with a random
generator and symmetrize it. Then we shift the lattice uniformly on the torus, where the
shift has resolution 1
N
. In the last step we jitter every point independently of all the other
points.
2.2 Latin Hypercube Sampling
Let (πi)
d
i=1 be independent uniformly chosen permutations of {1, . . . , N}, and U
(i)
j , i =
1, . . . , d, j = 1, . . . , N be independent random variables distributed uniformly on [0, 1)
and independent also of the permutations. A sampling scheme (pj)
N
j=1 is called a Latin
hypercube sampling if the i−th coordinate of the j−th point p
(i)
j is given by
p
(i)
j =
πi(j)− U
(i)
j
N
, i = 1, . . . , d, j = 1, . . . , N. (2)
What one intuitively does is the following: one cuts [0, 1)d into slices (Sk,j)
N
j=1, k = 1, . . . , d,
given by
Sk,j =
k−1∏
j=1
[0, 1)× [ j−1
N
, j
N
)×
d∏
j=k+1
[0, 1)
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and places N points in such a way that in every slice there is exactly one point.
Latin hypercube sampling was introduced in [8]. An earlier variant, known as lattice
sampling, is due to [11]. There one simply substitutes the random variables U
(i)
j in (2) by
constant values 1
2
. The negative dependence properties of LHS were investigated in [4].
3 Pairwise Negative Dependence of RSJ Rank-1 Lat-
tice and LHS
Our aim is now to show that RSJ rank-1 lattice is pairwise negatively dependent. In
the course of the proof we will demonstrate that the bivariate copulas (in this case:
cummulative distribution functions of a pair of points) of RSJ rank-1 lattice and LHS are
actually the same, and then prove the result for LHS.
Recall that for d = 1 RSJ rank-1 lattice and LHS are nothing else but simple stratified
sampling, pairwise negative dependence is therefore settled by Lemma 2.1.
Now we may turn our attention to the more interesting multidimensional case. Let
P = (pj)
N
j=1 be a RSJ rank-1 lattice in [0, 1)
d, d ≥ 2. Put
D = {(f1, f2) ∈ F× F | f1 6= f2}.
A random variable (p1, p2) having uniform distribution on pairs of distinct points from
P may be generated in the following way: let (m1, m2) be uniformly distributed on D
and let the random variables g, S, J1, . . . , JN be independent. The generating vector g is
distributed uniformly on (F˜∗)d, the shift S on F˜d. If Jj, j = 1, . . . , N, are all equal to 0,
then we speak of the discrete model, and if Jj , j = 1, . . . , N, are distributed uniformly
on [0, 1
N
)d, we speak of the continuous model. Even though our aim is to investigate
the continuous model, the discrete model will turn out to be helpful to highlight the
combinatorial nature of the problem. Finally we put for j = 1, 2, i = 1, . . . , d,
p
(i)
j = (g
(i)mj + S
(i))mod 1 + J
(i)
j .
Lemma 3.1. In the discrete model for (z1, z2) ∈
1
N
Dd and (a, b) ∈ D it holds
P(p1 = z1, p2 = z2|m1 = a,m2 = b) =
1
(N(N − 1))d
.
In particular, in the discrete model
P(p1 = z1, p2 = z2) =
1
(N(N − 1))d
.
Proof. In the first step we show that for any i = 1, . . . , d
P(p
(i)
1 = z
(i)
1 , p
(i)
2 = z
(i)
2 |m1 = a,m2 = b) =
1
N(N − 1)
. (3)
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It suffices to show that given a, b, z
(i)
1 , z
(i)
2 the system of equations{
z
(i)
1 = γa + ν mod1
z
(i)
2 = γb+ ν mod1
has exactly one solution γ ∈ F˜∗, ν ∈ F˜. One solution is given by{
γ = (z
(i)
1 − z
(i)
2 )(a− b)
−1mod1
ν = (z
(i)
1 − γa)mod 1
and it is indeed unique, since the determinant of the associated matrix is (a−b) 6= 0modN.
Now we are ready to prove the claim of the theorem by induction on the dimension.
Suppose the statement has already been proven for dimension d and we want to prove
it for dimension (d + 1). For any (d + 1)−dimensional (possibly random) vector W we
denote by W˜ the projection onto its first d coordinates. We have
P(p1 = z1, p2 = z2|m1 = a,m2 = b)
= P(p
(d+1)
1 = z
(d+1)
1 , p
(d+1)
2 = z
(d+1)
2 |m1 = a,m2 = b, p˜1 = z˜1, p˜2 = z˜2)
×P(p˜1 = z˜1, p˜2 = z˜2|m1 = a,m2 = b).
By induction assumption P(p˜1 = z˜1, p˜2 = z˜2|m1 = a,m2 = b) =
1
(N(N−1))d
, hence it suffices
to show
P(p
(d+1)
1 = z
(d+1)
1 , p
(d+1)
2 = z
(d+1)
2 |m1 = a,m2 = b, p˜1 = z˜1, p˜2 = z˜2) =
1
N(N − 1)
.
Note now that conditioned on {m1 = a,m2 = b}, the events {p
(d+1)
1 = z
(d+1)
1 , p
(d+1)
2 =
z
(d+1)
2 } and {p˜1 = z˜1, p˜2 = z˜2} are independent and so by induction hypothesis we obtain
P(p
(d+1)
1 = z
(d+1)
1 , p
(d+1)
2 = z
(d+1)
2 |m1 = a,m2 = b, p˜1 = z˜1, p˜2 = z˜2)
= P(p
(d+1)
1 = z
(d+1)
1 , p
(d+1)
2 = z
(d+1)
2 |m1 = a,m2 = b) =
1
N(N − 1)
.
This proves the first statement. The second statement follows immediately by the law of
total probability.
Corollary 3.2. (i) The random variables
(p
(i)
1 , p
(i)
2 ), i = 1, . . . , d,
are independent and identically distributed in the discrete as well as in the continuous
model.
(ii) Randomly shifted and jittered rank-1 lattice has the same bivariate distributions as
Latin hypercube sampling.
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Proof. To prove (i) note that for given (z1, z2) ∈
1
N
Dd we obtain from Lemma 3.1 applied
to the one-dimensional case
P(p
(i)
1 = z
(i)
1 , p
(i)
2 = z
(i)
2 ) =
1
N(N − 1)
, i = 1, . . . , d.
If I ⊂ {1, . . . , d}, then by the same lemma applied to the |I|−dimensional case we see
that
P
(⋂
i∈I
{p
(i)
1 = z
(i)
1 , p
(i)
2 = z
(i)
2 }
)
=
1
(N(N − 1))|I|
=
∏
i∈I
P(p
(i)
1 = z
(i)
1 , p
(i)
2 = z
(i)
2 ),
which yields the claim.
For (ii) let (p˜j)
N
j=1 be a LHS. Due to symmetrization p˜1, . . . , p˜N , are exchangeable
and clearly we have that the random variables (p˜
(i)
1 , p˜
(i)
2 ), i = 1, . . . , d, are independent.
Furthermore for arbitrary (z1, z2) ∈
1
N
Dd and a fixed i ∈ {1, . . . , d} it holds
P(p˜
(i)
1 ∈ [z
(i)
1 , z
(i)
1 +
1
N
), p˜
(i)
2 ∈ [z
(i)
2 , z
(i)
2 +
1
N
)) =
1
N(N − 1)
.
Since p˜1, . . . , p˜N , are also jittered independently in the intervals of volume
1
Nd
the claim
follows.
Remark 3.3. Let d ≥ 2, N ≥ 5,P = (pj)
N
j=1 be a RSJ rank-1 lattice and P˜ = (p˜j)
N
j=1 be
a LHS in [0, 1)d. If t ≥ 3, then the distributions of (pj)
t
j=1 and (p˜j)
t
j=1 differ.
To see this consider the discrete model. We will show that given a, b ∈ 1
N
Dd there
exists exactly one point set X, consisting of N points and corresponding to a RSJ rank-1
lattice such that a, b ∈ X, but there are [(N − 2)!]d−1 such point sets corresponding to
LHS.
The statement about LHS is obvious, so we focus on the point set corresponding to
RSJ rank-1 lattice. The existence of X follows by taking the shift a and the generating
vector (b − a)mod 1. To see uniqueness recall that a rank-1 lattice is a cyclic subgroup
of Td, therefore any difference of two distinct elements is a generator of the lattice and
determines it uniquely. This means (b− a)mod 1 is a generator of the underlying lattice
L and X = (L+ a)mod 1.
Theorem 3.4. Let (pj)
N
j=1 be a RSJ rank-1 lattice (in that case let N be prime) or a
Latin hypercube sampling in [0, 1)d and Q,R ∈ Cd1 . Then
P(p1 ∈ Q, p2 ∈ R) ≤ P(p1 ∈ Q)P(p2 ∈ R),
meaning that RSJ rank-1 lattices and Latin hypercube sampling are pairwise negatively
dependent. Moreover, RSJ rank-1 lattice and LHS are coordinatewise independent NQD
sampling schemes.
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Proof. We prove pairwise negative dependence first. PutQ =
∏d
i=1[q
(i), 1), R =
∏d
i=1[r
(i), 1).
Due to Corollary 3.2 and Lemma 2.1
P(p1 ∈ Q, p2 ∈ R) =
d∏
i=1
P(p
(i)
1 ∈ [q
(i), 1), p
(i)
2 ∈ [r
(i), 1))
≤
s∏
i=1
(1− q(i))(1− r(i)) ≤ P(p1 ∈ Q)P(p2 ∈ R).
That RSJ rank-1 lattice and LHS are coordinatewise independent NQD sampling schemes
follows from Corollary 3.2 in conjunction with Lemma 2.1.
Theorem 3.4 and [7] imply the following Corollary.
Corollary 3.5. Let d,N ∈ N and let f : [0, 1)d → R be monotone in each coordinate.
Denote by µP a randomized QMC quadrature based on RSJ rank-1 lattice or LHS, using
N integration nodes and by µMC Monte Carlo quadrature using N integration nodes. It
holds
Var(µPf) ≤ Var(µ
MCf).
Proof. The claim follows by from [7, Corollary 2] and the fact that RSJ rank-1 lattice
and LHS are coordinatewise independent NQD sampling schemes.
3.1 Minimal Randomness for Randomly Shifted and Jittered
Rank-1 Lattices
In this section let d ≥ 2, and let N ≥ 5 be a prime number. We want to argue that
the randomization of rank-1 lattices proposed by us is in a way the minimal one leading
to a pairwise negatively dependent sampling scheme. More precisely, we show that re-
signing from any step of the randomization (the random choice of the generating vector,
the random uniform shift or the independent jittering) infringes either pairwise negative
dependence or the sampling scheme property.
(i) First note that without the uniform shift we do not get a sampling scheme at all.
Indeed, we have then P(p1 ∈ [0,
1
N
)d) = 1
N
.
(ii) Now consider a situation in which we just shift all the points of the rank-1 lattice
(possibly generated by a random vector) by a uniformly chosen vector on the torus.
Then obviously the distances between the points on the torus remain unchanged.
Consider the distance function dist : [0, 1)2 → [0, 1) on the torus T1 given by
dist(x, y) := min (max(x, y)−min(x, y), 1−max(x, y) + min(x, y)) .
Proposition 3.6. Let P = (pj)
N
j=1 be a sampling scheme such that for some i =
1, . . . , d, there exist a constant 0 < ǫ ≤ 1
2
with
P(dist(p
(i)
1 , p
(i)
2 ) ≤ ǫ) = 0.
Then P is not pairwise negatively dependent.
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Proof. Without loss of generality let i = d. Consider Q := [0, 1)d−1 × [ ǫ
2
, 1) and
R := [0, 1)d−1 × [1− ǫ
2
, 1). We claim that
P(p1 ∈ Q|p2 ∈ R) = 1, (4)
which already implies the statement of the proposition. Let p2 ∈ R. Since almost
surely dist(p
(d)
1 , p
(d)
2 ) > ǫ, we have P(p
(d)
1 >
ǫ
2
) = 1 and so P(p1 ∈ Q) = 1.
Proposition 3.6 shows that resigning from jittering we do not get a pairwise neg-
atively dependent sampling scheme. As a side note, it also implies that lattice
sampling, the earlier variant of LHS proposed by Patterson in [11], does not provide
a pairwise negatively dependent sampling scheme.
(iii) Finally consider the analogous construction for a fixed generating vector. To see
that it is in general not pairwise negatively dependent take N = 5, g = (1
5
, 1
5
) and
Q = [3
5
, 1)2, R = [4
5
, 1)2. Simple calculations reveal that in this case
P(p1 ∈ Q, p2 ∈ R) =
1
5
1
2(5
2
)
= 1
100
and
P(p1 ∈ Q)P(p2 ∈ R) =
4
625
< 1
100
.
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